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Abstract—Covert channels enable communicating parties to
exchange messages without being detected by an external ob-
server. We propose a novel covert channel mechanism based
on BitTorrent trackers. The proposed mechanism uses common
HTTP commands, thus having the appearance of genuine web
traffic and consists of communications that are both indirect and
asynchronous: no messages are directly exchanged between the
sender and the receiver (of covert communications) and there is
a potentially considerable delay between the sender’s message to
the relaying party and the receiver collecting this message. We
present details of the proposed scheme in which a centralized
BitTorrent tracker is used for storing covert messages and
evaluate its performance based on the implemented prototype.
We analyze the detectability of covert communications by an
adversary and show that, while the common nature of the
BitTorrent traffic and the large number of clients make the
detection unlikely, the low temporal correlation between the
writer and the reader (the two communicating parties) further
increases the detection difficulty.

I. INTRODUCTION

While the purpose of encryption is to protect the content

of any communication from being revealed to unauthorized

parties, covert channels aim to hide the existence of the

communication itself. Covert channels were first described in

the context of Multi-Level Security (MLS) systems [3], as a

way to communicate information from high security to low

security processes. They have been subsequently extended to

the case of network communications, with their application

ranging from military and national security, where they are

used to hide potential communications between parties, to

botnets and use by cyber criminals, that look to control remote

systems while circumventing traffic filtering.

The huge amount of data exchanged through Peer-to-Peer

(P2P) networks and the global-scale of P2P infrastructure cre-

ates an environment where communication has a potential to

be hidden among the mass of regular users and corresponding

host message exchanges. These feature has been exploited

to create covert communications channels [7], [4]. However

those system, like most covert channels [5], rely on a direct

connection between the communicating parties.

Contrarily to those works, we propose to use the P2P

infrastructure, to build a novel asynchronous (network storage)

covert channel that does not require the direct communica-

tions. The key insight behind our approach is to leverage the

services provided by the BitTorrent tracking infrastructure, a

key element that maintains an inventory of the peers involved

in a swarm (set of peers downloading and/or sharing a given

content). Our contributions are as follows.

We present a communication scheme that enables two

parties to perform a hidden exchange of information through

the centralized BitTorrent tracker. Two inherent properties

of the scheme are beneficial to covert communications, as

they assist with having a low detectability: the scheme is an

indirect network covert channel and it is asynchronous, with

the sending and retrieving nodes having the flexibility of not

needing to access the intermediate node at the same time. The

scheme includes error correction and encryption mechanisms,

respectively, to mitigate data losses and to provide obfuscation

of transmitted data. Our system exploits the basic primitives

of the (centralized) BitTorrent tracker protocol, and therefore

does not require the cooperation of the tracker.

Based on a prototype implementation we show that our

system can reliably transmit data at an average rate of 1.89

bits/second, and that the data remain available for dozens of

minutes, providing a considerable time window in which the

receiver may retrieve the data. Overall these results demon-

strate that such a communication channel can reliably transmit

information at a rate sufficient for the exchange of small pieces

of data (such as text messages or botnet commands) without a

fine-grained time synchronization between the sender and the

receiver.

We analyze the detectability of our scheme, which includes

a number of features well suited to covert communications.

First, our system is solely based on one of the most commonly

used operation on the Internet, i.e. the HTTP/GET request,

resulting in communications having the appearance of genuine

traffic. Second, it is asymmetric in the sense that read and write

operations are not equivalent, resulting in a distinct cost and

a detection difficulty for the sender and the receiver.

II. CENTRALIZED BITTORRENT TRACKERS

BitTorrent is a Peer-to-Peer system in which peers share and

download content by exchanging content chunks. BitTorrent

rely on a centralized server called tracker, to maintain and

distribute the list of the peers involved in a swarm (set of peers

downloading and/or sharing a given content). Each centralized

tracker usually stores the list of peers for several contents. For

instance, we found several millions of contents registered on

the publicbt tracker.

The BitTorrent system uses a content identification system

based on hash called infohash obtained by computing the



SHA-1 digest of the content meta-information. Therefore an

infohash is a 20 bytes long (160 bits) identifier. In order to

obtain the list of peers connected to a swarm, a BitTorrent

client contacts a centralized tracker using an Announce re-

quest. This request can be performed through either UDP

or HTTP protocol. In both cases the requested URL con-

tains several parameters, in particular the content’s identifier:

http://[tracker url]/announce?info hash=x.

Upon reception of an announce request, and if the content

is already registered on the tracker, the tracker returns a set of

peers and adds the requesting peer to the list. If the content

is not registered on the tracker, there are two possible cases

depending on the tracker policy: either the tracker rejects the

request by specifying a request for an unregistered content, or

the tracker registers the content and adds the requesting peer

to the corresponding peer list. In the later case the tracker

is called open, in the sense that any peer can register a new

content on the tracker by performing an announce request.

Within the BitTorrent ecosystem, both open and non-open

centralized trackers co-exist.

Additionally, centralized BitTorrent trackers support other

requests such as the scrape-all request that provides the full list

of the contents registered on the tracker. A scrape-all request

is performed through an HTTP/GET query on the following

url : http://[tracker url]/scrape . In order to remove the burden

of the scrape-all operation from the tracker itself, the corre-

sponding information is sometime offered by a web server. For

instance, the publicbt tracker provides a compressed scrape

file refreshed every 10 minutes at the following address :

http://publicbt.com/all.txt.bz2.

III. CENTRALIZED TRACKER-BASED COVERT CHANNEL

DESIGN

In this section, we outline the design of the proposed

asynchronous cover channel.

Read and Write operations: The centralized tracker can be

used as a memory in which the information is stored under the

form of data block represented by info hash identifier. Since

the info hash used as content identifier is 20 bytes long, the

information can be stored on the tracker as chunk of 20 bytes

(160 bits).

Writing on the tracker can be done by adding an en-

try using an announce request. Let x be a 20 bytes

length value, then sending the following request to the

tracker will add an entry x to the content table: GET

http://[tracker_url]/announce?info_hash=x.

To read a value from the tracker, we have to get the list

of the content identifier stored on the tracker. This operations

can be done by using the scrape all request on the tracker.

As noted in Section II, some tracker, such as publicbt.com,

provide this information under the form of an aggregated file

(we used the compressed text file provided by publicbt.com

that can be retrieved at http://publicbt.com/all.txt.bz2 ).

Hash-based filtering for packet identifications: The pre-

viously described read operation retrieve all the info hash

stored in the content table. This content table contains both

genuine entries, i.e. entries corresponding to existing torrent,

and hidden entries, i.e. entries added to the tracker by our

hidden communications. To distinguish hidden entries from

genuine ones, we use a hash-based filtering mechanism. For

each piece of information stored on the tracker, the last t
bits are a hash value of the 160 − t first bits, using a hash

function, h(.). For the read operation, after the scrape all

operation has been performed, the retrieved info hash are

filtered. Specifically, for each info hash x, keep it only if

h(x[0 . . . 160− t− 1]) = x[160− t . . . 160− 1].
This hash-based filtering approach may however induce

false positives, where info hash may pass the filter while they

are genuine and not hidden entries. We have computed [2] that

a 4-bytes long hash (t = 32) yields to 6.67 10−5 false positives

on the average, which we consider as a good compromise

between communication overhead induced by the hash size

and the expected number of transmission failure caused by

false positives.

Obfuscation through encryption: With the previous hash-

based filtering mechanism, the hidden info hash can be eas-

ily detected by someone knowing the algorithm. This issue

can be avoided by encrypting the data before it is written

on the tracker, for instance with a symmetric block-cipher.

Indeed, only a person knowing the secret key will be able to

decrypt the retrieved info hash and filter out those that are

corresponding to hidden pieces of information. In addition,

this encryption provide data confidentiality and in particular

prevent an eavesdropper to recognize the hidden data in plain

text. Note, that the key can be shared in advance, for instance

by embeding it in the core of a botnet node.

Data indexing: The size of the info hash limits the amount of

data that can be transmitted in one entry of the content table,

which is even more reduced with the adjunction of the hash of

the useful data. In essence, a total of 160−t bits of information

can transmitted per entry. In the case where a larger amount of

data has to be transmitted, the data can be split and carried by

several content identifiers. In order to transmit a message split

in several pieces, we need to add an indexing functionality. To

this aim we reserve the first s bits of data for indexing. Those s
bits simply contain a sequence identifier, and are concatenated

to the data before the addition of the hash to allow the indexing

of up to 2s pieces of information.

Data loss and erasure coding: During our experiment, we

have observed that the data written on the tracker can be

subject to erasure1, i.e. loss of information.

We propose to solve this issue of data losses by using a

Reed-Solomon coding scheme [6]. After splitting the message

into k blocks of 160 − t − s bits, the encoding process is

applied and n blocks, also of 160− t−s bits, are generated as

output of the encoder. Thanks to the optimal erasure correction

capabilities of the Reed-Solomon codes, the reader can recover

the source data as soon as k blocks have been collected. The

1Data written on the tracker was not returned in the scrape-all results.



Fig. 1. Creation of the forged content identifier.

amount of redundancy represented by the code rate, R = n/k,

can be adjusted to meet the channel requirements, i.e. as

appropriate to the loss rate. Experimental results [2] have

shown a loss rate of 44.92%, that can be compensated by

using a coding rate R < 1/2.

Summary of the covert channel mechanism: On the writer

side, the message is first divided into k blocks of 160− t− s
bits and encoded into n blocks. For each block, an index and a

hash are then added and the obtained data is encrypted before

being written (through a HTTP Get Request) on the tracker.

Figure 1 describes the encoding of a single data block. To

retrieve the message, the reader performs a scrape-all request,

then decrypts all the content identifiers and uses the hash-

based filter to select the hidden data blocks. If enough blocks

have been collected, a decoding process is applied to decode

the original message.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This section studies the performance of the proposed com-

munication system in term of transmission success rate and

the throughput. We consider a scenario were a unique sender

wants to transmit a message to a unique receiver using the

following configuration : hash-size t = 32 bits, index size

s = 6 bits, which leave 160 − 6 − 32 = 122 bits of payload

in info hash2. A message is divided into k blocks of 122 bits,

that are then encoded by the erasure protection scheme into n
block of 122 bits.

Transmission success rate: As explained in Section III, the

potential data losses can be recovered by using an error cor-

recting code [6]. Several configuration with various message

sizes (2, 4, 8, 16 data blocks) and code rates (1/5 and 1/2)

have been tested. During this experiments, write operations

are performed in parallel by 5 threads while read operations

are performed at regular interval (every 10 minutes). We then

2We used the open tracker publicbt.com
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Fig. 2. Success rate as a function of the time elapsed since the end of the
first write operation.

compute the success rate of a read operation as a function

of the time elapsed since the end of the first write operation.

A read operation is considered successful if the information

contained in the retrieved scrape file is sufficient to decode the

message.

Fig. 2 presents the result corresponding to the configurations

that have provided the best performances. Focusing on the the

selected configurations, there is a time frame during which a

read operation is always successful. The length of this time

frame depends on the parameters, and ranges as depicted on

Fig. 2, from 1700 seconds to 2350 seconds, allowing for

asynchronous transmission as the message can be read anytime

during a time frame of several tenths of minutes.

Transmission throughput: The proposed hidden channel will

have an associated throughput, i.e. the data rate at which the

sender will be able to transmit data to the receiver.

We note that to transmit a message, a number of write

operations need to be done (one for each block i.e. elementary

message), while only one elementary read operation is required

(the scrape-all operation). Consequently, the time to write

a message will depend both on the message size (number

of blocks) and the elementary write delay, while the read

operation will result in a constant delay. Assuming a large

number of write operations, the throughput can therefore be

approximated by the throughput of the write operation.

Table IV presents a summary of the throughput results,

for the following parameters: s = 6 and t = 32, with 122
of useful bits per data block that can be used to transmit

information. With the elementary read operation resulting in

an average delay of 111.289 seconds and the elementary write

operation an average delay of 65.475 seconds, the resulting

write throughput (and the system throughput) is 1.89 bits per

seconds. Note that performing the write operations in parallel

has a potential to increase the system throughput.

V. DETECTABILITY ANALYSIS

We now discuss the difficulty of detecting our covert-

channel based communication. We consider two types of



TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE DELAY INTRODUCED BY THE ELEMENTARY

OPERATIONS AND THE RESULTING THROUGHPUT.

Operation
Elementary operation time

min / avg / max
Average throughput

Write 0 / 65.475 / 532 s 1.89 b/s
Read 86 / 111.289 / 175 s NA

wardens: a weak adversary (monitoring warden) that has no

knowledge of the scheme used for communications, and a

strong adversary that knows all the parameters of the used

scheme, with the exception of the secret key used to encrypt

the data, as discussed in section III.

The goal of a warden ignoring the proposed protocol is to

spot communication corresponding to our scheme. We will

now discuss the characteristics of the traffic generated by

our scheme, and how they can be used to be classified as

suspicious by the warden.

Because our scheme solely rely on HTTP GET requests,

which are one of the most common message used on the

Internet, the traffic generated by the communicating parties

will look like genuine web traffic to the warden. The warden

could use the requested content to identify the targeted appli-

cation, i.e. BitTorrent. However while BitTorrent system, may

not be as common as web services, it is still one of the most

popular services of the Internet and has been reportedly used

by millions of users3.

The goal of a warden aware of the protocol could be to

detect the communicating parties and the traffic corresponding

to our scheme. Also, the warden may already know the identity

of one party and could try to identify the other party.

The warden should first focus on the traffic directed to

the centralized BitTorrent trackers, and more particularly to

trackers providing the functionality required by our scheme

(open centralized tracker supporting scrape-all requests). All

the BitTorrent clients performing announce requests should be

considered as potential writers while all the clients performing

scrape-all requests should be considered as readers. As stated

before, the second category can be rather small while the first

can be very large. Indeed, the number of clients connected to

a tracker at the same time can scale up to 100.000’s peers

[1]. To the best of our knowledge, no information on the

number of clients performing scrape-all requests is available.

Nevertheless, given the specific nature of this request, we can

conjecture that the number of clients will be small. The latter

property makes our system asymmetric in terms of detection

difficulty: discovering the identity of the writer is much more

difficult than discovering that of the reader. This feature suits

well the scenario where an insider is attempting to exfiltrate

information to the outside.

Announce requests performed by the writer are using con-

tent identifier forged for the purpose of the protocol, and

are therefore not corresponding to real content shared on the

BitTorrent ecosystem. List of contents shared in the BitTorrent

3http://torrentfreak.com/bittorrent-surges-to-150-million-monthly-users-120109/
.

ecosystem can be found on websites like The Pirate Bay. The

warden could use this information to verify that the identifier

corresponds to real content, but in fact there is a significant part

of content shared in the BitTorrent ecosystem that is not found

on the common torrent databases. Therefore, this technique

could be used to narrow down the search, but will not be

enough to identify the writer.

Finally we want to highlight two features of our scheme

that make the detection even more difficult. First, as opposed

to many other covert channels, no direct connection is ever

established between the communicating parties. This means

that the warden may not even suspect that the parties are

exchanging information. Second the system is asynchronous,

i.e. the read operation can be done several ten’s of minutes

after the write operation. Thanks to this feature the temporal

correlation between the writer and the reader activity can be

kept at a low level.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new covert channel based on a widely

used service available on the Internet: centralized BitTorrent

trackers. Our system does not require the cooperation of

the tracker and allows the sending of data at a moderate

rate. We have implemented a prototype that demonstrates the

practicality of our proposal and evaluated the performance

of our system. By analyzing the scheme under two attacker

models, with the monitoring warden being either the strong

or the weak adversary, we have shown that the nature of

the communications involved in the proposed scheme makes

the detection and blocking of the communications difficult.

Finally, this scheme could extended to a decentralized, DHT

based, trackers in order to improve scalability and further

reduce detectability [2].
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